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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that a Hilbert space contraction operator admits a unique 
decomposition into the direct sum of a unitary part and a completely 
nonunitary part [ 1,2]. 
This note will concentrate on canonical decompositions for completely 
nonunitary contractions on a Hilbert space. We begin in Section 2 by 
introducing the notions of an isometric subspace and an isometric-reducing 
subspace of a contraction which, as we shall see, play a central role 
throughout the paper. Canonical decompositions of completely nonunitary 
contractions are given in Section 3, depending on whether the maximal 
isometric subspace or the maximal isometric-reducing subspace are 
nontrivial. Results of Section 3 are then applied to the “model” operator of 
Hilbert space contractions (21 in Section 4. Here the maximal isometric 
subspaces and the maximal isometric-reducing subspaces of the model 
operator and its adjoint are completely characterized. These lead to some 
new results and properties which have not been pointed out before. Finally, 
we close the note with a discussion on relationships between a canonical 
decomposition of Sections 3 and dissipative scattering theory, and possible 
applications of our results to stability and stabilizability of Hilbert space 
control systems. 
We must note that for a contraction T on a Hilbert space H, the positive 
contractions 
A@‘* = st. lim. T”T*” and &‘i =st lim T*“T” . . 
are well defined, and carry useful information about T and T*. It will be 
seen that they play a key role in what follows. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product [a, . ] and norm )I . /I, 
and T be a bounded linear operator on H. The compression of T to a 
(closed) subspace M of H is defined to be P,TP,, where P, denotes the 
orthogonal projection onto M. If M is invariant for T then P, Tq, = TP,, 
which is called the part (or restriction) of T on M, written T 1 M. If M 
reduces T (or is reducing), i.e., it is invariant for T and its adjoint T*, then 
P,w T = TP, and is therefore called the reducing part of T on M. Note that in 
this case (T 1 M)* = T* 1 M. 
A linear operator T on H is a contraction if )I TI( < 1, is isometric if 
I/ Txll = I/ xl/ for each x in H, and is unitary if both T and T* are isometric. 
A subspace M is called an isometric subspace of a contraction Ton H if T 
sends M isometrically into itself. Thus M is invariant and T 1 M is isometric. 
If an isometric subspace is also reducing then it is called isometric-reducing 
(if). If M is an isometric subspace of both T and T* then it is called a 
unitary subspace. 
The following properties of Hilbert space contractions will be useful in the 
sequel. 
LEMMA 1. For a contraction T on H: 
(i) Zf for some nonzero x andfor each n > 0, II T”xI/ = /Ix/I, then it is 
necessary and su$%cient hat T*“T”x = x, n > 0. 
(ii) A subspace M is an isometric (unitary) subspace if and only if 
P,w TP,,, is isometric (unitary). 
(iii) Zf N c L c H is an isometric subspace of P,- TP,, then N is an 
isometric subspace of T. 
Proof For (i) we only need to calculate ll(Z - T*“T”)xlj2 and to use the 
fact that T is a contraction. 
The proof of (ii) in one direction is easy. Suppose now that P,TP,w is 
isometric, then it follows easily that II Txll = l/x/l for each x in M. Therefore 
(I- Pw) TX = O-since 11 Txl12 = jlP,,,,T~xl[~ + Il(Z- P,,,) Txll’, for x in M, i.e., 
M is invariant and, by assumption, TIM is isometric. Similarly for the 
unitary case. 
Finally for (iii) we have, since N is an isometric subspace of PL. TP,, 
P,[P, TP, I P,&, = PN TP, is isometric, by (ii). Therefore N is invariant for T, 
again by (ii). This finishes the proof of the Lemma. 
We close the section with the following important notions. 
A contraction T on H is completely nonunitary (cnu) if (0} is its only 
unitary subspace, equivalently, if T has no nontrivial unitary part. Similarly. 
T is completely nonisometric (cni) (completely non-isometric-reducing (cnir)) 
if it has no nontrivial isometric (isometric-reducing) part. 
40+101’2 I? 
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It is clear that a unitary subspace is also an isometric-reducing subspace 
and hence an isometric subspace. Thus it follows that “T cni” + 
“T cnir” 3 “T and T* cnu.” Note that if T is cni (or cnir) then it does not 
necessarily imply that T* is, while T is cnu if and only if T* is. 
3. CANONICAL DECOMPOSITIONS OF 
COMPLETELY NONUNITARY CONTRACTIONS 
For a contraction T on H let Z-Z,(T) denote the set 
H,(T) = {x in H; I( T”xII = ([xl/, n > 0). 
Then, by Lemma l(i), 
(3.1) 
H,(T) = {x in H; T*“T”x = x, n > 0). 
Thus H,(T) is a closed invariant subspace of T and the part of T on it is 
isometric. Moreover, if N is an isometric subspace of T then, for y in N and 
for n>O, IIT”yll=Ilyll, h’ h h w  ic s ows that N is contained in H,(T). We call 
H,(T) the maximal isometric subspace of T. 
Similarly we have for the contraction T*: 
H,(T*) = {x in H; II T*“xll = IIxII, n > 0). (3*1)* 
To proceed further we define 
J/* = st lim T*“T”. . . (3.2) 
This is possible since /I T”xlJ’, f or x in H and n > 0, is nonincreasing, 
therefore the positive contractions T*“T”, n > 0, converge strongly to a 
positive contraction. It is evident that, for each n > 0, 
IP’xl12 G IIT”xl12 for x in H, (3.3) 
and 
)Idx(12 = j”, 1) T”xl12 for x in H. (3.4) 
Now it is clear that any unitary subspaces of T- and T*- is contained 
in H,(T) and H,(T*). Therefore it is easy to see that 
H, = H,(T) n H,(T*) (3.5) 
is the maximal unitary subspace of T and T*. Consequently the orthogonal 
decomposition H = H,,, @ H, induces a unique canonial decomposition of 
T (T*) into cnu part T I H,,, (T* I H,,,) and the unitary part T I H, 
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(T* 1 H,). This is the Langer [l] and Nagy-Foias [2] canonical decom- 
position of Hilbert space contractions. 
Applying (3.5) to the self-adjoint positive contraction .cP we have 
H,(d) = (x in H; ~(.s@‘~x(( = /1x(], n > O), 
= (xinH;&x=x}, (3.6) 
since, for a positive contraction, ]]dx(] = [lx]] 0 .c9x = x. 
The following Lemma shows some relationships between the two 
contractions T and .d. 
LEMMA 2. Let T and ~4 be as in above. Then 
(i) An isometric subspace of T is also that of .d. 
(ii) If N is an isometric subspace of %&, then 11 T”xI/ = /1x1/ for x in N 
and n > 0, i.e., N is contained in H,(T). 
(iii) H,(T) = H,(,oP). 
Proof: For (i) we only have to note that if M is an isometric subspace 
then, for each x in M, ]I T”xII = ilx]], n > 0. Therefore by (3.4), for x in M, 
i].@‘xil = I/x// X+.&X=X, by the above remark. Thus M is also an isometric 
subspace of .&‘. 
If N is an isometric subspace of .cP then, for x in N, ]~,&‘x]] = I/x]]. 
Therefore by (3.3), for x in N and n>O, llxll = ilCc3xil < IIT”xll < 
/Ix/] * /I T”x/I = [Ix/]. This finishes the proof of (ii). Finally, part (iii) is just a 
direct consequence of (i) and (ii). 
We are ready to discuss a canonical decomposition for completely 
nonunitary contractions. 
Let T be a contraction on H then, clearly, any isometric-reducing 
subspace of T is contained in H,(T). Denote by H,,(T) the closed span of all 
such subspaces then H,,(T) is reducing, maximal and T I H,,(T) is isometric. 
Thus it is easy to see that H admits the unique orthogonal decomposition 
H = Hcnir(T) 0 Hir(T), (3.7) 
where the part of T on Hcnir(T) is completely non-isometric-reducing. 
Similarly we also have, with respect to T*, 
H= Hcnir(T*) 0 Hi,(T*) (3*7)* 
uniquely, and T* ( H&T) is cnir while T* I H,,(T*) is isometric. 
It follows that H, c H,,(T) n H,,(T*). But H,,(T)n H,,(T*) is reducing 
and the parts of T and T* on it are isometric, therefore Hir(T) n 
Hi,(T*) c H,, by the maximality on H,. Therefore 
H, = Hi,(T) n H,,(T*). (3.8) 
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Let Ham” (Ht:“(T*)) be the orthogonal complement in H,,(T) (H,,(T*)) 
of H,, then it is reducing and 
Hf:“(T) = Hcnu l-7 Hir(T) (3.9) 
(Hy(T*) = H,“” n Hi,(T*)). (3.9)* 
It follows from the above that if T is completely nonunitary, then 
THEOREM 1. With respect to a completely nonunitary contraction T and 
its adjoint T” on H, H admits the unique orthogonal decompositions 
and 
H = Hcnir(T*) @ H;;“(T*), (3.10)* 
where T] H::“(T) and T* ] HF,Y(T*) are completely nonunitary isometries, 
while T ] H&T) and T* ] H&T*) are completely non-isometric-reducing 
contractions. 
To proceed further we define, for a contraction T on H, 
M,(T) = {x in H; ]I T”x]] + 0, n + a,}. (3.11) 
Then, of course, M,(T) is a closed invariant subspace of T and, by (3.4), 
M,(T) = ker ~2. This, together with (3.6) and Lemma 2(iii), shows that 
M,(T) is contained in H,(T)‘-the orthogonal complement in H of H,(T). 
We are now ready to state a canonical decomposition for completely 
nonunitary contractions. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a completely nonunitary contraction on H, then H 
admits the unique orthogonal decomposition 
H = H;:“(T*) @ Knir @ H;;“(T), 
where the subspaces on the right-hand side are reducing, 
(3.12) 
Zinir = Hcnir(T) n Hcnir(T*h (3.13) 
and the parts of T and T* on qnir are completely non-isometric-reducing. 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 1 that if H,,(T) and H,,(T*) are 
nontrivial, then H admits the orthogonal decompositions (3.10) and (3.10)*. 
Now, since Ht:“(T*) of (3.10), is reducing, [T* 1 HFF”(T*)] * = T 1 HFf”(T*) 
and the part of T* on HFr”“(T*) is a cnu isometry. Therefore [3], for each x 
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in Hf/“(T*), 11 T”x)I -+ 0, n-+ co. Hence HFr”“(T*) EM,(T), by (3.11). Thus 
we have shown that HF[“(T*) c H,(T)’ c H,,,,(T), by the discussions which 
followed (3.11). We conclude from this and from (3.10) that 
H;;“(T) I H;;“(T*). Th ere ore f (3.10) can be rewritten as (3.12) in which 
q”ir is the orthogonal complement in H&T) of HF:“(T*). Thus (3.13) and 
the rest of the Theorem follow readily. 
In the above we have assumed that H,,(T) and Hi,(T*) were nontrivial. 
Now let us consider the case in which we only know that H,(T) and Hi(T*) 
are nontrivial. We have 
THEOREM 3. For a completely nonunitary contraction T and its adjoint 
T” on H, the following orthogonal decompositions hold, 
HE Hcnu(T*) 0 Hcnui(T) (3.14) 
and 
Hz Hcnu(T) 0 Hcnui(T*), (3.14)* 
where Tl H,,,,(T) and T* 1 Hcnui(T*) are completely nonunitary isometries, 
while HC,,,(T*) and H,,,(T) are invariant for T* and T, respectively; 
Tl K,,(T) and T* I f$,,(T*) are completely nonunitary. Moreover 
,‘[’ /I T”xIl < /Ix/I> for each x in H,,,,(T*), (3.15) 
and 
p: II T*“xll < II-43 for each x in H,,,(T). 
The two decompositions (3.14) and (3.14), are unique. 
(3.15)* 
ProoJ Suppose that H,(T) and H,(T*) are nontrivial. Then since T is 
completely nonunitary, we denote H,(T) by H,,,,(T) and H,(T*) by 
Hcnui(T*)* Let HC,,,(T*) be the orthogonal complement in H of Hcnui(T), 
then we have (3.14) in which Hou(T*) is invariant for T*-since H,,,,(T) is 
invariant for T, and the part of T* on it is cnu-since the part of a cnu 
contraction is also cnu. The part of T on Hcnui(T) is of course a cnu 
isometry. Thus finishes the proof of (3.14). Exactly the same arguments hold 
for (3.14), . 
To show (3.15) we first observe from Lemma 2(iii) that, for a contraction 
operator Ton H, 
H,(T) = (x in H; ,llm= 1) T”xll = Ilxll} = (x in H; .&‘x = x). 
Suppose now that T is cnu and for some z in Hou(T*) we have 
lim,+, /I T”zII = I/zI/. Then z must belong to H,,,,,(T) which is not possible 
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unless z = 0, proving (3.15). Similarly for (3.15), . It remains to show the 
uniqueness of (3.14) and (3.14),. 
Suppose now that H = tiC,,(T*) @ BC,,i(r> is another decomposition 
such that TI j?,&T) 
lim,+, II T”xll < II4 
is a cnu isometry and, for each x in _i7cnu(T*), 
Th en, by the maximality of H&T>, H&T) c 
H,,,,(T). This then implies that, for each x in H&T) 0 p,,JT), 
lim,, IIT”xII = IIxII. This is not possible since H,,,,(T) 0 AC&T> is also 
contained in gC,,(T*). Therefore H&7’) 0 p&T) must be trivial, and 
the decomposition (3.14) is indeed unique. Exactly the same arguments hold 
for (3.14), , and the Theorem is proven. 
A direct consequence of the above is the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let T be a completely nonunitary contraction operator 
on H, then H admits the unique orthogonal decomposition 
H = H,(T) 0 H,(T) 0 H,(T), (3.16) 
where H,(T) and H,(T) are invariant for T while H,(T) is invariant for T*. 
Moreover, 
lim II T”x(l = 0, for each x in H,(T), (3.17) 
n+m 
!ij; IIT”xll < IH for each x in H,(T), (3.18) 
and 
/ht II T”xll = II-d, for each x in H,(T). (3.19) 
Proof. The proof is all but trivial. The subspace H,(T) is actually 
H,,,,(+assuming that Hi(T) is nontrivial, while H,(T) is taken to be the 
subspace M,(T) of (3.11). It then follows that H,(T) must be the orthogonal 
complement in Ho,(T*) of M,(T). Therefore H,(T) is invariant for T* since 
Ho,(T*) is invariant for T* while M,(T) is invariant for T. Finally, (3.18) 
follows directly from (3.15). 
It is noted that H,(T), H,(T), and H3(T) can also be expressed in terms of 
the -positive contraction d. Indeed, we have H,(T) = ker &, H,(T) = 
ker [I - _pP], and H,(T) = R(d) n R(I - XX’), where R( ) denotes the range 
space of an operator. 
Remark. Unlike the situation in Theorem 1, the subspaces H&T*) and 
H,,,(T) of Theorem 3 are only invariant for T* and T, respectively. Hence 
we cannot talk about the part of T on H,,,(T*) and the part of T* on 
H,,,(T). However, we claim that the compression of T (T*) to H&T*) 
(H,,,(T)) is completely nonisometric. Let P,,, be the orthogonal projection 
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onto H,,,(T*) and suppose that the compression P,,, TP,,, has a nontrivial 
isometric subspace N (say) (c H&T*)). Then, by Lemma l(iii), N is also 
an isometric subspace of T. Therefore it must be contained in Hcnui(T), 
which is not possible unless it is trivial. 
4. THE COMPRESSED SHIFT OPERATOR 
ON A NAGY-FOIAS SPACE 
We now apply the results of Section 3 to the “model” operator of Hilbert 
space contractions, that is, the compressed shift operator on a Nagy-Foias 
space [2]. 
Let Q be a Hilbert space, the Hilbert space of power series of the form 
f(z) = CF f,zn, for ]z] < 1 andf, in Q such that C” I]f,l]z < co is denoted 
by H*(Q). This space is “identified” with the space L: (54) of boundary 
functions f(e”) = 2: fnein’ -i.e., Fourier series with nonnegative powers of 
e”. The space of Fourier series with negative powers (all powers) of eir is 
denoted by L?(GS) (L’(B)=L?(g)@L:(G)). 
Let C(z), I z / < 1, be a given contractive operator-valued analytic function 
from Pi, to Q%,-two auxiliary Hilbert spaces. Associated with C(z) is a 
product Hilbert space .F defined by .R = H*(G!,) @ dL*(G,), where, since 
C(z) is contractive, A = [Z - C*(e”) C(eif)]“* is a positive operator on 
L’(Q,), and the overbar denotes the L*(G,) closure. Elements of .R are 
pairs (f, g),f(z) in H2(G2) and g(t) in L*(S?,); and inner product over .fl is 
simply [Cf. d, 04 41 = IS, 4Hz~y,~ + 18, f4LzcI/,j. 
In X consider the set 
M= ((C(z)h, Ah), h in H*(Y,)}. (4.1) 
Then, since Il(Ch, Ah>ll’, = 11 h (l&v,), M is clearly a closed subspace. The 
orthogonal complement of M in X/; denoted by X, is called the Nugy-Foias 
space associated with C(z) [ 21. 
It is easy to see that an element (f, g) of .R lies in ./ if and only if the 
function [C(e”) * f(e”) + Ag(t)] lies in L?(S?,), i.e., it admits the Fourier 
series expansion 
C*f+ Ag = a,e-it + a2e-i2f + . . . +, anepinr + . . . 
where o,‘s are elements of 8,. 
The Shift Operator on .F 
(4.2) 
The shift operator S on .~7 is defined by, for (A g) in cfl, 
S(.L g) = (zf, e”g), 
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and its adjoint S* is 
It is evident that S is an isometry on X, therefore H,(S) =X. To charac- 
terize H,(S*) we calculate, for n > 0, 
Therefore 
s”s*“(.L g> = (2 f/d g) * 
l=ll 
Then, since &‘* is a positive contraction, it follows that J,(f, g) = (f, g) if 
and only if f = 0, and we have 
H,(S*)= {(f, g) inX;f=O}. (4.4) 
We therefore conclude that H, = H,(S*) and 
H cnu = {(f, g) in ,x’; g = 01. (4.5) 
Also, it is evident from (4.3) that _cP,(S*)(f, g) = 0 if and only if g = 0. 
Therefore, ker &,(S*) = H,,, = M,(S*). 
The compressed Shift Operator on A 
Let P be the orthogonal projection on .A and denote by T the 
compression of S to M. Then, for (f, g) in M, 
T(f, g> = 66 e”g). (4.6) 
Now, since M is invariant for S, M is invariant for S* and we have trivially 
T*(f, g) = f”’ T f(o), e-“g ) , for (f, g) in A. (4% 
We now show the 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T be the compressed shift operator on the 
Nagy-Foias space A associated with a contractive operator-valued function 
C(z). Then: 
(i) For (f, g) in A: 
II~P’KL dl’ = ,‘\z II T”(.L dll’ = Il(f, s>ll’ - llC*f+ &ll;~o,,~ 
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and 
lld*(T*)(f, g>ll’ = ;\r$ /I T*“u g)ll’ = II gll:L,Q,,. 
(ii) H,(7)= ((A g) in.&, C*f+dg=O}, 
and 
Hi(T*)= {(A g) in.H;f=O). 
Therefore H, = {O)-i.e., T and T* are completely nonunitary. 
Proof: We need the following devices. For a in 9, and 12 > 1 define 
K, a = (C,(z), de-‘“‘) a, (4.7) 
where C,(z) = (l/z)[C,- ,(z) - C,- ,(O)\ and C,(z) = C(z). Then it is easy to 
see that K, a, n 2 1, are in ~7, and for any (f, g) in X, 
IK,a, (A s>lx= Ia, anI,,, (4.8) 
where a,‘s are given in (4.2). 
Similarly, for /3%;;“r, and n > 0 we define 
kJ3 = P(z”/l, 0). (4.9) 
Then for (f= Cr f,,z”, g) in .xY, 
[W (f, g)l x= lPJnL2~ (4.10) 
For part (i) we first compute T*“T”(f, g). We find, for (f, g) in H, 
T(f, g) = P(zx e”g) = (zf, e”g) - (C(z)u, AU), 
where n is to be found in H*(B,) so that T(f, g) is orthogonal to the 
subspace M-see (4.1). A simple calculation gives 
T(f,g)=(zf,e”g)-C(z)a,,da,), 
where a, is given in (4.2). It then follows that 
T*T(f, g) = (f, g) - i ‘(‘) i ‘(O), deeif) a, 
= (f, d-&a,. 
Continuing the process we find, for (f, g) in M and n > 1, 
T*“T”(f, g) = (f, g) - 9 K,a,, 
/=I 
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where the a,‘s are again given by (4.2). Thus it is clear from (4.8) that 
II T”(.L dll’ = IKf, g)ll’ - It, lb&~ (f, g) in A and IZ > 1. 
Letting n go to co we obtain the desired result 
IIJFKL g)ll’ = IIU g)ll’ - II CY+ 4llZQq. 
In exactly the same way we find, for (f = CEO fiz’, g) in A and n > 1, 
n-1 
T”T*“(.L d = (.A g) - 1 4. 
I=0 
Therefore, by (4. lo), 
II r*YL dll’ = IIU s>ll’ - z. Ila?,~ 
This then results in 
II ~*(~*)(.A g)ll’ = IIU dl’ - Ilfll;w,, = II dZW,P 
and the proof of part (i) is completed. 
The results of part (ii) are direct consequences of part (i), keeping in mind 
that S?(T) and zZ*(T*) are positive contractions. It remains to show that 
H, is trivial. We have from the expressions for H,(T) and H,(T*) that 
H, = H,(T) ~7 H,(T*) = {(0, g) in A; dg = O}. 
Therefore it is evident that, for each (0, g) in H, and for any n, 
[g, deinfa]L2tg,J = [dg, ei”‘a],20,, = 0, a in SJ, . 
This implies that g is orthogonal to the span of AL*(g,) and therefore g = 0. 
This finishes the proof of the Proposition. 
It follows from this Proposition that 
COROLLARY 1. For the compressed shift operator T on M: 
Hi(T)’ = w{K,a, n > 0 and a in gl}, (4.11) 
H,(T*)‘=$Zi{k,P,n>O and/3 in g2], (4.1 l>* 
M,(T) = {CL d in4 IKf, s)ll’ = IIC*f+4ll~~,,,,L (4.12) 
and 
M,(T*) = {(f, g) in /; g = O}. (4.12); 
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ProoJ: To show (4.11) we only have to note that in the proof of 
Proposition 2 it was shown that 
(z-T*“T”)(f,g)=K,a,+K,a,+...+K,a,, n> 1. 
Therefore (I - r*“r’)(f, g) = 0 o (f, g) i K,a,, n > 1. But (I - T*“T”) 
(f, g) = 0, n > 1, if and only if (f, g) lies in H,(T). This proves (4. I 1). 
Similarly for (4.1 l), . Finally, (4.12) and (4.12), are self-evident from the 
Proposition. 
Finally, we have 
COROLLARY 2. The compressed shift operator T and its adjoint T* are 
complete@ non-isometric-reducing contractions. 
Proof: We need to show that the subspaces H,,(T) and H,,(T*) are 
trivial. It follows from Proposition 2(ii) that, for (A g) in H,(T), 
T*(.L g> = ( f(z) ;fP), e-ifg) . 
Therefore, again by Proposition 2(ii), T*(J g) lies in H,(T) if and only if 
or 
C*[e-“(f(e”)-f(O)] +e-“Ag=O, 
eC”[C*f(e”) + Ag] - eC”C*f(O) = 0. 
Therefore, since (f; g) is in H,(T), e-“C*f(O) = 0. This implies that 
f(0) = 0. Continuing this process we see that an element (f, g) of H,(T) 
belongs to H,,(T) if and only if the Fourier coefficients f,,f, ,..., f,,..., off 
are zero, i.e., f = 0. Therefore H,,(T) = ((0, g) in H,(T)} = ((0, g) in 
X; dg = 0) = (O}, by Proposition 2(ii) and its proof. 
Next, for (0, g) in Hi(T*) we have 
T(0, g) = P(0, e”g) = (-C(z) y,, eifg - Ay,), 
where y, is the coefficient of e-” in the Fourier expansion of Ag. But this 
shows that the element T(0, g) does not lie in H,(T*), hence the only element 
of Hi(T*) which is invariant under T is the zero element (0,O). This 
completes the proof of the Corollary. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In the discrete form of the Lax-Phillips dissipative scattering framework 
141, Foias [5 1 introduced the following structure for a Hilbert space con- 
traction. 
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For a contraction T on H suppose that there are two distinguished 
subspaces D, and D- such that: 
(i) D, is invariant for T and D- is invariant for T*, 
(ii) T ] D, and T* 1 D- are isometries, 
(iii) n,,, T”D+ = {0} = n,,, T*“D-, and 
(iv) st. lim. P, T” = 0 = st. lim. P-T* *, where P, and P_ are projections 
on Di and 05, respectively. 
It is easy to see that condition (iii) simply implies that the maximal 
unitary subspaces of the two isometries T / D, and T* ] D- are trivial, see, 
for instance, [6]. In other words conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) simply said that 
D, (D-) is an isometric subspace of T (T*) and the part of the operator on 
it is a completely nonunitary isometry. Therefore, from the results of 
Section 3, it must follow that D, c H,,, n H,(T) and Dp G H,,, n H,(T*). 
Also it is easy to see that if Di and D! are contained in M,(T) and 
M,(T*), respectively, then condition (iv) will automatically be satisfied. 
We must note that the subspaces H::“(T) and HF:“(T*) of Theorem 2 
satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) above. This is indeed a situation where the 
“incoming” subspace is orthogonal to the “outgoing” subspace. 
Finally, it is important to note that the decomposition (3.16) shows that 
the discrete semigroup {T”, n > 0) is strongly “stable” on the subspace 
H,(T), “strictly contractive” stable on Hz(T) and “isometrically” stable on 
H,(T). These are important in control theory in which a difficult problem is 
to eliminate the two subspaces H,(T) and H,(T) by means of a suitable 
“state feedback.” Results on this “state feedback stabilization” problem will 
be reported in a subsequent paper. 
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